Preservative bandages are designed to help protect in-service wood poles from direct soil contact. Bandages incorporate a measured dose of preservative in a durable wrap.

Pole Wrap CB is a highly-effective preservative bandage designed to protect poles against decay at the critical groundline area. Pole Wrap CB contains two biocides – boron and copper. The boron diffuses into the wood while the copper remains at the surface to protect the shell. The unique design of Pole Wrap CB makes it a dry, clean, and easy-to-use bandage.

Pole Wrap CB is the only bandage with an EPA signal word of “Caution.” This makes Pole Wrap CB the least toxic preservative bandage on the market today.

Research conducted at Michigan Tech University (AWPA Standard E10 Soil Block Test) demonstrated that Pole Wrap CB is highly effective at protecting wood from decay fungi.

**Recommended Uses**

- All poles set in pavement, concrete, or difficult to access locations where future groundline inspection is limited
- Relocated or reused poles
- Poles set in locations more vulnerable to decay
- High-value installations
- Poles stored for extended periods of time
- Standing poles that have the groundline disturbed by grading or underground installations
- All new wood pole installations as a best practice – Combine with a Pole Topper® or CoverCap® to complete a best in class application
Benefits of Using Pole Wrap CB

✓ Co-biocides, boron and copper, effectively protect poles from decay fungi
✓ Boron penetration into the vulnerable sapwood layer
✓ Clean, dry, and easy-to-apply (unlike liquid and paste bandages)
✓ Carries an EPA signal word of “CAUTION” versus “WARNING” like other bandages
✓ Can be a capitalized expense for new pole installations
✓ Works as a moisture barrier to prevent direct soil contact in the critical groundline zone thus protecting the original treatment in the wood pole
✓ Undertreated poles receive additional protection from the copper and boron co-biocides
✓ An excellent choice for new pole installations to promote a more consistent expected pole condition when regular inspection and remedial treatment cycles begin in the future since not all poles are treated the same or are placed in similar environments

Sizing & Ordering Information

Pole Wrap CB is available by the roll or as pre-cut bandages.

• 20” X 25’ Roll
• 20” X 36” Bandages (10 per box)
• 20” X 48” Bandages (10 per box)
• 20” X 60” Bandages (8 per box)

For more information on Pole Wrap CB or to place an order:

CALL 770.632.6700 opt. 3 | EMAIL products@osmose.com
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